BALD SPOT SPORTS
PROVIDERS OF PERFORMANCE ENHANCING FOAM SOLUTIONS

RML Group Announces Exclusive European
Distributorship of Bald Spot Sports Foam Seats
USA/UK (January 2006) Bald Spot Sports (BSS) and RML Group have joined forces to distribute a
revolutionary custom-made race seat system throughout Europe. BSS seats are made with an
advanced foam technology, which offers safety beneﬁts unrivalled by other products on the market.
With the appointment of RML as its exclusive European distributor, these products are now available
to teams and outlets in the UK and across continental Europe.
Based in Indiana, USA, BSS produces the technologically superior CreafoamTM Single-Impact and
CreasorbTM Mutli-Impact race seats, which are supplied to professional teams, drivers and race
enthusiasts across the States.
The single-impact seat is made from a box kit which includes a greater quantity of the exclusive bead
product. Simple directions can allow the team or garage staff to make their own seat or work with an
expert craftsman. By connecting a vacuum pump, the seat’s integrity can be maintained as it sets to
allow the driver to exit the seat more quickly while it continues to harden.
The multi-impact seat offers all the beneﬁts of the above but has greater impact resilience, especially
where high-speed secondary impacts occur. After absorbing the energy of an initial impact, the seat
instantly returns to its original shape. After electronically scanning a driver’s existing seat (or one
created specially by hand using CreafoamTM), a 3-D scan is created and used to precisely machine a
duplicate seat from the material called CreasorbTM, recreating both the inner and outer seat shapes
precisely.
On a multi-impact seat, the area under the driver’s shoulders down to the base of the spine can be
cut out and replaced with a central insert plug made of single-impact foam. The elasticity of the out
seat will provide multi-impact protection for the driver while the spine is protected with the greatest
single-impact protection at ﬁrst impact. The seat can continue to be used by changing the central plug
after each heavy impact. The 3-D scan is kept on ﬁle and enables the company to exactly duplicate
the seat without the driver having to be available for a time consuming re-ﬁt.
###
RML welcomes UK enquiries and European Trade enquiries. Please contact Guy Ruthven for more
information. Tel: +44 1933 402440 - Email: guyr@rmlmallock.co.uk

About RML Group:
RML’s 4,300 square meter facility is based in Northamptonshire, England and includes full design,
development, manufacturing and operational support for international race/rally programmes and automotive engineering projects.
The organization has achieved championship success in a diverse range of motorsport categories
including GT/sportscars, touring cars, rally cars, single seaters and oval speedway cars. In 2006, RML
teams will compete in the FIA World Touring Car Championship, the Le Mans 24 Hours and the Le
mans Series.
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Whitestown, IN 46075 USA
Toll-Free 1.877.BSS.SEAT

More information on RML is available at www.rmlmallock.co.uk
About Bald Spot Sports:
Bald Spot Sports (BSS), headquartered in Indianapolis, USA, is actively engaged in the production of
technologically superior foam racing seats for professional race drivers and private enthusiasts. BSS
crafts foam seats for the world’s foremost drivers in a variety of racing series including NASCAR, Indy
Racing League, Champcar, Grand Am, Formula Atlantic, Formula BMW, FIA/Le Mans, NHRA and
SCCA/Vintage Racing. For more information, visit www.baldspotsports.com
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